This material is marked “Confidential” because it may be felt that some of this information is too “high-powered” for children. Also, although some of it may seem interesting for casual reading, its intension is for people who think that they “actively” want to be involved in the Social Improvements that are addressed.

This material consists of what most people might think of as two entirely different things, I. & II., while actually they are the same thing, III.

I. A. For the last 50 years of his life, from the time when he was hired as the General Legal Counsel for the US State Department (its “Solicitor”), in 1911, until the time of his death, in 1961, President J. Reuben Clark, Jr. was widely considered to be “the World’s Foremost Expert on the US Constitution.”

In General Conference, in October, 1937 President Clark said:

“Recently I have had the opportunity to discuss world conditions with men from both sides of the Atlantic who are leaders in industry and finance.

... European nations are piling up enormous quantities of raw materials used in war...

These same authorities declare that if war shall come, its ending will leave the world in a state of exhaustion heretofore unknown to modern times; that the depression from which we are now emerging will be but a shadow of the real hard times that will then come. They feel that this next world depression will be near, if not quite, a chaos which will, in the existing state of mind of the peoples of the world, threaten the very existence of government, of property, of human rights, of liberty, even of the family itself.

... shrewd ... statesmen of all Europe are now planning to have the people of the United States finance the next European war either before the war or during its progress.

... I know of no responsible authority who challenges the forecast that within the next few years we shall, in the normal course, suffer a depression far more serious ... than the one we are now finishing.

... remembering that the measure of time with God is not the measure of time with man...

What may we as a people and as individuals do for ourselves to prepare to meet this oncoming disaster?

Let every head of every household see to it that he has on hand enough food and clothing, and, where possible, fuel also, for at least a year ahead.”
“During” the “progress” of “the” Second World “War,” in 1943, some people who apparently felt that they were “shrewd ... statesmen” imposed upon the People of the USA the practice of basing their Monetary Existence upon the concept that all of the People of the USA were obligated to pay to their Government the Collection of the Withholding from their diet – historically, by the people of the pre-Roman Catholic “Communes” into which the Countries of Northern Europe have been divided since before the beginning of available records – of the Elements of the “Communion” of the Lord’s Supper.

Anyone who knows anything about the USA knows that, by the First Amendment to the US Constitution, the US Government “shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,” let alone force the People of the USA to build everything in their lives upon the “Bubble” – that is, place the Existence of the Monetary System upon which the entirety of the Economic Activities of their everyday lives is based – of an enforced Collection by the US Government of the Collection that is “the Essence of THE ESTABLISHMENT OF RELIGION” of the “COMMUNES” of pre-Roman Catholic Northern Europe.

Should one Case on this Subject make its way to the US Supreme Court, and that Court make its ruling on the basis of the abundance of the information on this Subject that is now available in our Modern Information Age, and that “Bubble” bursts, people come to face that “chaos that will, in the existing frame of mind of the peoples of the world, threaten the very existence of government, of property, of human rights, of liberty, even of the family itself.”

B. On the BYU Campus, in 1973, W. Cleon Skousen met the person who first told him how the Parish Records of the Countries of Europe (the Records that are the great resource for Genealogy Work in Europe) tell the true History of the “Communes” of pre-Roman Catholic Northern Europe. “Parish” and “Commune” are two names for the same thing.

This person, in effect, told him how the great mystery at the crux of President Clark’s warning, given in A. above, is explained very simply in a set of stories which the Genealogy “Commune” Records authenticate.

At that Cleon told this person that in 1967 President David O. McKay called him into his Office and told him that because of the work that he and Elder Benson had done for the US Government, he was giving each of them an assignment.

To Cleon he said, “Brother Skousen, our People are becoming slaves. They are falling for the same old lures and tricks that all of the rest of the World is. I want you to go down to Provo and work on how Our People can Work Together by the Law.”

Cleon responded, “Can’t the University do it?”

President McKay answered, “No, they don’t have the vision.”

Cleon asked, “But, what can I do?”
Then, Cleon told this person, “He prophesied to me, ‘You go down there, and the way will open up!’”

Then Cleon said, “You know, I think this (The Church’s Genealogy Records of the Communes of Europe authenticating that Story that tells the origin of the Communes of Europe and of the “Commune Law,” what “the Common Law of England” [the “Law” of the USA] is called in other languages) is it!”

Since 1973 Cleon and this person have collaborated. A few years ago Cleon invited this person to be his co-author in writing, “The Fifth Thousand Years,” basically, the History of Christianity, from the birth of Christ to the Crusades. This History emphasizes the details of how the Anglo-Saxons brought their “Law,” “Freedom,” “Rights” etc. to England. This History makes perfectly clear where this Custom comes from of Withholding the Elements of the “Communion” of the Lord’s Supper from one’s diet for Collection by the Leadership of a “Commune,” the wide-spread knowledge of which information might change “the existing state of mind of the peoples of the world” enough so that that “Bubble” might become so deflated for them, before it bursts, that that bursting will have little or no effect upon those with this changed “state of mind,” because of the use which they may make of this information “to prepare (themselves) to meet this oncoming disaster.”

That is, many think today that when that authenticated Story is popularized around the World, that will so change “the existing state of mind of the peoples of the world” – which “existing state of mind” is the ignorance of the World’s Population as to the origin of the Free Enterprise System of the Peoples of Northern Europe (that the World’s Economy has come to operate on since World War II) and which ignorance is, in effect, like a huge Bubble that the World’s Economy has come to be built on today, which Bubble could pop at any moment, in part because that ignorance is so widespread - that that “chaos” that President Clark spoke of would not need to happen, at least not to the detriment of those who know this information.

C. It has been planned for years that all of this information will be available on the Internet, so that everybody in the world can have access to it to so prepare themselves if they wish to. An introduction to all of the Information has recently become prepared and is available.

II. A. Because it originated from a Top Secret Project of the US Air Force in Provo, Utah, the people of Utah, in general, know almost nothing of the origin of the Utah Software Industry, the Third Largest such Industry in the USA.

It is the reason for the comparative prosperity of this region, in comparison to other regions of the USA. It brought in almost $8 billion during 1999 and, it is believed, far more than that during the year 2000. That is about $4,000.00 per year for every man, woman and child in this State. There has never been anything here like it.

B. During the 1950’s and early 60’s the US Government had a “Business Plan” to develop the “Largest Business that the World Has Ever Known.” It was to be a
Worldwide Interlingual Internet/Telephone Utility, through which, eventually, everyone in the world would be able to communicate over all Language Barriers with anyone else in the World through “Great Central Computers” instantaneously and automatically translating their telecommunications for them. The Government planned to do this through RCA and IBM at MIT. The Government gave up the Project as undoable in 1966.

C. However, since the LDS Church works toward “that day, that every man shall hear the fulness of the gospel in his own tongue, and in his own language,” it was resolved that at least the Short-term Goal of that Government Business Plan (to develop Computer Software that saves a professional translator money while translating, “Cost-effective Machine Translation”) would be accomplished through BYU by the year 1978.

D. To keep some interest of the Establishment in this Project, that was so vital to the interests of the LDS Church, it was decided, on a Top Secret basis, to bring all of the developments from the BYU Machine Translation Experiment off-campus to the Eyring Research Institute, also in Provo, to see if the US Air Force could there use any such developments to facilitate its Networking Communications of ideas from human minds “on the ground,” through human language to the Computer Chips on the Missiles of the US Missile Force, to assist in guiding those Missiles to their targets.

The on-campus Program to accomplish this, called ALPS, failed to do so. However, that same person who told Cleon about the simple solution, from the Genealogy Records from Europe’s Medieval Communes, to the Greatest Problem threatening World Finance, had organized a group of his local Linguist Associates to “Work Together By The Law,” as Brother Skousen had instructed them to do, to accomplish the BYU and LDS Church Goal of developing Cost-effective Machine Translation, at first also on the BYU Computer and then also at the Eyring Research Institute.

Their work succeeded, was heralded as such a success in the Wall Street Journal and at the 1978 Annual Convention of the American Translators Association in New York City, where the Canadian Government showed the interest to have two quarter million dollar units purchased for use in Canada.

E. Apparently this Purchase by the Canadian Government prompted the US Government to decide to also want to use the Software that had been developed by the Group of Linguists who had organized themselves to “Work Together By The Law,” as President McKay had prophesied that, “the way will open up” to do.

Government orders etc. thereafter increased for Eyring Research, in Top Secret, from an average of about $1.5 million per year to an average of about $14 million per year over the next seven years. The Networking Software developed with this near $100 million was demonstrated by the Reagan Administration to the Soviet Union to show them that they had no ability to continue trying to compete in the Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles Arms Race.
This Software Development in Provo, Utah for the US Air Force allowed the USA to stop the “Arms Race”; and this Software has continued to “bring in data from every single missile in our missile force.”

In large measure the Utah Software Industry originated from that investment of $100 million, chiefly from the US Air Force.

F. This Group, that was organized To Work Together By The Law to accomplish this Goal of the LDS Church, was provided a fairly inexperienced Computer Programmer by Eyring Research, who was paid $5.00 per hour for the work that he did for the Group. He asked if he could use the Group’s “Multilingual Wordprocessor” to produce “Monolingual Wordprocessors.” However, since the Group considered that the work that they were doing to accomplish this Goal of the LDS Church was “consecrated” by the Group’s Members to accomplish that purpose, they felt that they had to tell him, “No.” He stole it anyway and founded the WordPerfect Corporation with it. In that form it became “the World Standard for Word Processors.”

G. After working for a period of years with the Networking Software prepared for operating the US Missile Force from the original “Multilingual Wordprocessor,” four Employees of Eyring Research threatened the leadership of Eyring that if that leadership tried to stop them from selling this highly successful Networking Software to the public, these four men were going report to Financiers that had more right to the $100 million than Eyring had that Eyring was getting those funds. The four men were fired from Eyring for doing that, but they are the four founders of Novell.

H. That first “Multilingual Wordprocessor,” that the Group that united themselves in Provo to Work Together By The Law felt they were “consecrating” to accomplish the Church’s Goal of achieving Cost-effective Machine Translation, is found today on the Worldwide Web at www.freetranslation.com. Although the first of many copied programs today, it is still “by far the fastest,” “the best” for many important applications etc. It seems like it is also still the most popular, being accessed by the number of over 400,000 (and growing) users every day for more than a year now. This particular Software, for more than the last 20 years now, has been automatically and instantaneously doing about 85% of the functions that the mind of a Human Translator does in translating from French, German and Spanish into English and back.

I. The problem that this Group, that united themselves to Work Together By The Law, as Cleon told them that President McKay had prophesied “the way will open up” to do, found was that it seemed that nobody else was thinking about that. Moreover, during the final preparations for demonstrating their “85% product,” in New York City etc., the Group discovered how to finish their work, that is how to produce the Software that does 100% of the functions of the mind of a human translator while translating etc., which was the Church’s “Long-term Goal” for this Development. Since the Group was concentrating on the Long-term Goal, of developing the “100% product” and beginning “the Largest Business that the World Has Ever Known,” the Worldwide Interlingual Internet/Telephone Utility, that the Church is counting on to make it possible “that every man shall hear the fulness of the gospel in his own tongue,” the Group did not understand
how vulnerable their Goal was to practically everybody around them that did not share their commitment to learn how to organize themselves to also Work Together By The Law.

J. The biggest problem wasn’t even explained to them for more than 20 years. At that time the Life’s Story of the Founder of Eyring Research came out. In that Story many of the details were told of the beginning of the Networking Software that the USA used for its Missile Force that forced the Soviet Union out of existence. By this time the Top Secret secrecy was not the issue it had been. So, the Group was finally told that the Air Force needed their product so badly that they just seized it. As the Public coldly scrutinizes that act, there are a number of things that come out. True, the 85% product made a Networking Software for the US Missile Force that was enough superior to that of the Soviet Union that they stopped “brandishing” their Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles at us. But, they are still “pointed” at us. That 85% product is not proving to be adequate to make the Anti Ballistic Missiles (ABM’s) that the US Public wants today to finally totally eliminate the threat of an Intercontinental Ballistic Missile reaching the USA or any of our friends. The 100% product was begun in 1978. If the Public Employees involved had only nicely asked, rather than just seized, we could have had 100%-effective ABM’s protecting this Country and its friends for the last 20 years. 100% products are available and are being demonstrated today. However, differently than the 85% products, since these have to be custom-crafted for each use, they must be so custom-crafted by Craftsmen who know how to do so. (All such Craftsmen that there are, are organized in this Group that is organized to Work Together By The Law.) The people who stole the 85% products have found, over the last 20 years, that they do not know how to raise that percentage. Those who are successfully producing the 100% products today need to be “asked” if they will so custom-craft these 100% products.

K. What so completely flabbergasted this Group, who had organized themselves to Work Together By The Law, was how seemingly totally “lawless” all of the people, so many of them otherwise good LDS people, were who were holding their stolen property “in due course.”

L. It has already been mentioned how the Group’s $5.00 per hour programmer stole their Multilingual Wordprocessor to make Monolingual Wordprocessors, which became the “World Standard for Word Processors.” However, the Group has asked themselves over the intervening years, “Who is going to keep buying the 85%-effective Word Processors of our former programmer (who had broken his 15-year Non-compete, non-disclosure, non-circumvent Agreement with our Group, that he went under to get work from us) or those of his many copiers today, when we get around to expanding the 100% product (currently being demonstrated) to making 100%-effective Word Processors?”

M. The Sales Organization that was formed to sell the Group’s 85% products needed to at least say that it wanted to Work Together By The Law in the Group in order to have any access to the Software Property that the Group’s Members had “consecrated” to the Church’s Goal. However, that Sales Organization was easily hoodwinked by the leaders of Eyring Research into getting out of Eyring’s way (to bring in its nearly $100
million to develop the stolen Software) by listening to Eyring’s proposal to help the Sales Organization raise $6.5 million on a Research and Development Tax Shelter.

N. As was referred to in G. above, the President of Eyring Research has been telling people for the past 20 years that he fired from Eyring for “Blackmail” the four men who founded Novell. They had told him that if he tried to stop them from taking the Networking Software, that they had been developing for the US Missile Force, with the near $100 million from the Air Force etc., they were going to go down the street one block and tell the CEO of a family-owned Financial Institution, with $3 billion in assets (and with 1,000 times as much right to get that near $100 million for that Development as Eyring Research had) of their unethical behavior. The Sales Organization had raised most of the $6.5 million, that it had tried to raise from its Research and Development Tax Shelter, from the associates of the family that owned and operated that $3 billion Institution, before it “repossessed” the Sales Organization. One can imagine what they, with their $3 billion in assets would have done to Eyring Research if they would have found out that it had diverted that money to itself, instead of having it go to the Sales Organization’s Creditors, who thought that they had been investing in the position to be the ones to do such things. Needless to say, Eyring did not try to stop those four founders of Novell from doing what they did with the Networking Software which they proceeded to steal from the Networking Software of the US Missile Force, which had, in turn been stolen by the people from whom they stole it etc., etc., etc.

O. Enough has been said of the trail of stealing of the Group’s original 85% product (by those whom they thought were their friends and neighbors, to start the Utah Software Industry) to see how the Group’s Members came to think of President McKay’s words, “Our people are becoming slaves; they are falling for the same old lures and tricks that all of the rest of the World is,” in that horrifying setting of which President Clark spoke of as the “chaos which will, in the existing state of mind of the peoples of the world, threaten the very existence of...”

After all is said and done, the awful, menacing spectacle, to the Members of this Group, who wanted to Work Together By The Law and “consecrate” their Software Development to the attainment of the Church’s Goal of helping to organize the Worldwide Interlingual Internet/Telephone Utility, really hasn’t been the perceived absolute “lawlessness” of their erstwhile friends and neighbors who seemed that they would stoop to disgusting depths to remove themselves from their perceived Economic Vulnerability, but rather the absolute lack of ANY VISION AT ALL in what these individuals apparently thought that they were ultimately going to try to accomplish.

It has been mentioned how the Air Force “ran over dollars for pennies” in stealing the first 85% product to make the Networking Software for the US Missile Force, where, if they only would have asked they could have had 100%-effective Software, capable of controlling ABM’s, which would have completely solved their problem and at only a tiny fraction of the costs that they eventually wound up squandering on this malfeasance which they began.
WordPerfect was founded by the programmer on the same morning the Air Force seized that Software (which the programmer played the main role in transporting to the point where it was seized). WordPerfect’s 85%-effective product dazzled the world until their competitors figured out what they were doing. Their fall was then as “meteoric” as had been their rise to prominence. However, as mentioned, their and all of their successors’ products are also expected to fall completely out of use, in an even more meteoric way, when the extensions of the currently available 100%-effective products that produce 100%-effective Word Processing Software become available.

And, that brings up the most overreaching part of this “Challenge” which we are presently considering, the situation of Novell. The Networking Software that was stolen from the Air Force etc. to begin Novell shot that Organization up to the point that in the early 1990’s Novell was selling ABOUT 80 TO 85% OF ALL OF THE SOFTWARE THAT OPERATES THE INTERNET. The Internet was created from the Networking Software that Novell’s Four Founders stole from the Air Force etc., etc. The Economy of the entire World today has been shifted over so that it now operates on this recent development, the Internet.

“When this Group begins-offering its users the benefits of 100%-effective Networking Software, what in the world is going to happen to all of these visionless people who know how to do nothing but steal and alter, steal and alter etc.?” The 100% Software will not be sold on disks, where people can steal it. It will be housed in secure “Great Central Computers,” where, on a custom-crafted basis, it will process the valuable Trade Secrets of the World’s Largest Companies etc. The Market will have no more need for all of these visionless thieves, who will be effectively barred from any access to the extensions of that original Development with which they were able to temporarily maintain themselves. “How will they thereafter be able to ‘temporarily maintain’ themselves?” One might think that they could go back to doing the kind of work that Hobos used to come to the farmhouse door to ask if there was any of that they could do in exchange for food. However, so much of that kind of work has been or is being shipped abroad as Technology Transfer transfers that kind of work to Developing Nations, leaving mostly high-tech jobs here.

In short, if High Technology shifts over, more and more, to “Our People” learning how to and “Work(ing) Together By The Law,” one sees, ever more graphically the potential of all of these individuals who have no vision at all, no absolute commitment to do what is moral, nor any profound motivation – a beyond surviving another day, by whatever means present themselves – not changing from a continuation of that conduct that will seemingly inevitably bring upon them and those around them that “chaos which will, in the existing state of mind of the peoples of the world, threaten the very existence of government, of property, of human rights, even of the family itself.” That is, as this topic is addressed next, what has happened to that ignorance about the Ancient History of the Common Law - that the “shrewd statesmen of Europe” used to “have the people of the United States finance the next European war” by imposing upon them the obligation to pay to the US Government the Collection of the Withholding from their diet of the Elements of the Communion of the Lord’s Supper, of the pre-Roman Catholic Communes of Northern Europe – is that High Technology’s Information Age has
provided the answer to questions about that ignorance so well that the horrible Bubble’s bursting need not be a problem. Some LDS People, such as the Members of this Group of which we have been speaking, have made it easy for anyone in the world who wants to, to get out of that “existing state of mind of the peoples of the world.” As is addressed next, the entire World’s Economy operates on the Internet today. Virtually everyone in the World wants to know how it works. This Group is completely ready to show them. When they are so shown, there is no reason for them to keep all of the activities of their lives built on nothing but that horrible Bubble. At that time they will see that there is a wonderful alternative: to learn how to and to begin to Work Together (with others) By The Law. However, even after this is done, the horror is, that “darkness covereth the earth, and gross darkness the minds of the people, and all flesh has become corrupt before my face. Behold, vengeance cometh speedily upon the inhabitants of the earth, a day of wrath, a day of burning, a day of desolation, of weeping, of mourning, and of lamentation; and as a whirlwind it shall come upon all the face of the earth, saith the Lord. And upon my house shall it begin, and from my house shall it go forth, saith the Lord; First among those among you, saith the Lord, who have professed to know my name and have not known me, and have blasphemed against me in the midst of my house, saith the Lord. (D&C 112:24-26)

III. As was mentioned at the beginning of this information, as much as it might be thought that I. and II. are different, they really are not; they are the same, III.

The Internet comes from a single concept out of the Book of Mormon where the Nephites explain how they use that single concept to explain all thoughts in all languages. That is II.

In the ancient, pre-Roman Catholic “mystery” Culture of the Vikings, called by them with their Ancient Scandinavian word, “Law,” their Custom of Withholding the Elements of the Communion of the Lord’s (a Viking word) Supper in the Communes into which Scandinavia has always been divided since about the middle of the First Century of the Christian Era [which Custom degenerated in Medieval times into the Collection whereby they funded the maintenance of their Free Enterprise System’s Navy, the Navy of the Hansa (another Viking word) - which means of funding was imposed upon “the people of the United States (to) finance the next European war” by the “shrewd statesmen of Europe”] was always called by them with their word for the same concept, and for the exact same reason, as that word which the Nephites used as the concept by which they explained all thoughts is all languages. That is I. That is, the concept by which the last 15% of the “programming” is explained in the 100%-effective products now ready to begin “the 100% Internet,” comes to its implementers from two sources, I. and II. However, even though this Concept that creates the Software that is the Internet comes from two different geographical sources, all of the Craftsmen who are introduced to how to use this Concept, as they study its history, see that it is the same Concept, III.

We would like to thank you if you have endured the signature paragraph sentences of the person who created the Natural Language Processing Software that creates the Internet as it exists today.
The past thirty plus years have been spent developing Natural Language Processing in order to use the Internet to show the World how to Work Together By The Law. Some of the thoughts written above might express the energy that has been required to make this achievement.

We feel that the Internet can be used as the medium to “change” “the existing state of mind of the peoples of the world” to rescue Mankind from the Financial Chaos that otherwise might have overwhelmed them.

We do not ask people to hope, believe, trust, dream etc. that 100%-effective Natural Language Processing is here to realize that Goal of the US Government and of the LDS Church that was first spoken of decades ago. That 100% product is here, available for inspection; and most elementary school children are able to understand what it is that has now been made available with this 100% product.

At this stage in its development, as at all previous stages, the principal need that this Development has needed is true friends who want to see the 100%-effective Natural Language Processing Software-based Internet able to do the good for Mankind that it is able to.

To this point we have had occasion to speak of the many people who have made hundreds of millions and even billions of dollars off of abuses of this Development during its course of development. That neither requires any hoping nor trusting etc. These facts are easily available.

As may be gathered from all of the foregoing, it is a Goal of this Group to extend, through the Internet, the general prosperity that it is understood will accompany the achievement of Working Together By The Law by Our People, to all other people to wish to participate in doing this.

At this particular time we have come to the Principal Go-ahead Moment to perform for, that we have been working toward for many years. We need a few good supporters’ help. We think that any such potential helpers will find all that we do to be an open book. They are free to check anything out that they want to. Of course, since we have been so lambasted in the past by people whom we have allowed into positions of trust with us, we are somewhat picky at these times about these friends to whom we show all that they want to know about this Go-ahead Moment.

To be most brief, we feel that we can show these people how they should not have to have any financial worries in the future because they had the insight to help us at this time. We do not need any cash out of pocket. If certain parties can help us as we make certain arrangements with our Bank, again, we feel that we can show them how they may be most abundantly rewarded for doing that.

Thank you,